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ABSTRACT 

The. ver-all theme of. this paper is. thct. pQV9r~y and growing food 
needs make it imperative·that the developing countries of the ESCAP region 
adopt and comprehensive approach to the management of their land. 

The -to.ta.l .. la.n4. a.r.e.a of the. developing countries of the region is 
some 2, 200 million hectares,' ·o·f which 19 per cent 'is agricultural", 26, per 
cent under· ··fc>ore'S·t and- :woadlands~ :1.8 .per cent permanent pasture, and the 
remainder .;in. .other .us~~·. (u~q~~, water:~overed, barren etc.). The' agd.cul tural 
land may be subd~vided into that ·which is canal-irriga:ted tbat. which is 
served by.ground'water trrigatien, ·and the rain-f~d a~ea.s. Canal-irrigated 
land is in many countries subject to poor ro~nagement and low efficiency, 
and problems'such·a~ water•logging·anQ.salinizati9n .and taking large 
amounts of irrigated l~nd. out of production. There is still great promise 
provided 'by ground-water'irrigation, but proper management is required 
to etlsure that sources' are constantly being recharged and the water kept 
sweet. Unirrigated land still constitutes about two-thirds of the cultivated 
are in the developing countries of the region and there is much wastage of 
water and loss of top soil due to imperfect control of water run-off. 

Deforestation is oecurring at alarming rates in many developing 
countries of the region due to logging practices and shifting cultivation. 
Greater control is needed over the use of forest resources and vegetative 
over to prevent very serious losses of top soil with regard to pasture 
and other lands, effective inventories should be taken to help ensure that 
the best use is made of them. 

The most important policy implication ar~s1ng from a review of 
these problems is the need to integrate land and water management more 
closely, and consider soil as a valu~ble and non-renew~ble resource. The 
paper agrues for the creation of land and water commisJions in e~ch couoti~ 
to plan and implement project in catchment areas and river basins. At the 
multicountry level, the setting up of a regional centre is advocated and 
more co-operation among countries in the managemen~ of major river-basins. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The ESCAP region contains some of the poorest and the most densely 

populated countries of the world. The number of people in this region who 

exist below the line of absolute poverty may be as high as 500 million.J/ 

It is quite clear that high among the priorities of these countries must be 

programmes for the control of their populations and for achieving certain 

minimum levels of food, clothing and shelter for them. Since the populations 

of these developing countries may, in spite of all efforts, increase by 50 

per cent between now and the year 200~/ and since their per caoita consumption 

of food already stands at unacceptably low levels, they will, by and large, 

need to substantially increase their food production during the next two 

decades if they are to make any dent on the problems they are faced with.]/ 

The achievement of such a target will not be an easy task. Since 

almost all the available arable land in most of these countries has been 

already brought under the plough, increases in food production will have to 

be attained mainly by bringing more agricultural areas under irrigation, so 

that more intensive agriculture and multiple cropping may become possible. 

The task is however not impossible of achievement as the countries are situated 

in the tropical and sub-tropical zones and nre generally well-endowed with 

good land and water resources. The success achieved by China in producing 

more than twice as much food as India from a substantially smaller cultivated 

area shows what a great deal can be done to make better use of under-utilized 

resources of land, water and manpower in this region. 

/It 

1/ This is an estimate based on a global figure of the number of 
people living in "absolute poverty" of around 800 million (of which a third 
are in India alone). See Eric Eckholm, Planning for the Future: Forestry 
for Human Needs, Worldwatch Paper 26 (Washington, 1979) and "Handbook on 
Cereal and Fertilizer Statistics for Asia and the Pacific" (Bangkok ESC.AP, 1977). 

21 World population, which stood at 4 billion in 1975 is expected to 
rise to 6.3 billion by 2000. See United Nations, Po ulation b Sex and A e for 
Regions and Countries, 1950-2000 (New York United Nations Secretariat, 1973 . 

J/ According to projections by Food and Agriculture Organization and 
the International Food Policy Research Institute, world demand for food will 
roughly double. between 1975 and 2000. See United ~ations, "Assessment of the 
World Fo:Jd Corporation in Present and Future", United Nations World Food 
Conference, Rome, 1974, International Food Policy Research Institute, ti Food 
Needs of Developing Countries - Projections of Production and Consumption to 
1900 11 (1977), quoted by Lester Brown in The Worldwide Loss of Cropland, 
Worldwatch Paper 24 (Washington, 1978). 
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It would, ho\Jever, be a serious mistake to imagine that the job ahead 

can be performed by merely providing mJre irrigatL:m and drainage facilities 

and paying greater attention to other essential inputs into agricultural lands 

alone. The fact of the matter is that the productivi~y of food agricultural 

lands depe:'lds not only on hoH they ~Jre managed, but also in the long term, ::m 

a number of factors which are determined by Hhat takes place on non-agricultural 

lands in the same river basin. A proper strategy for increased food production 

must accordingly pay adequate attention to the care of such non-agricultural 

lands also. 

To illustrate, it would make hardly any sense to i:'lcur heavy costs to 

provide irrigation facilities to an area of high potential Hhile ignoring the 

threat that it faces in the shape of recurring floods caused by the continued 

neglect of denuded water-sheds in the upper reaches of the basin. It would 

again be unpardonably myopic to continue merrily to pour large sums of money 

into the development of a canal irrigated area Hhile ignoring the threat to 

the very life of the reservoir Hhich is posed by unchecked soil erosion in 

its catchment area.~ Yet again, the process of desertification2/ through 

the smothering of vegetati::m and choking ::>f irrigation channels and drains 

:m g::lod agricultural lands thr::mgh windblown sands, must be checked. 

None of the above ~~xamples are imgginary: they gre all drawn from 

real life and are typical of the rather cl:J.aotic lan::l and Hater mandgement 

situation in most developing countries of the region, Hith the possible 

exception of China and the Republic of Korea. The situation is indeed extremely 

serious in the context of the race against time in which these countries are 

engaged. It is all the more 3erious because it is not being adequately debated 

or talked about :m account of a general lack of consci:msness about these 

matters. Devastating fl::>ods and droughts- which are tHo.sides of the same 

coin of poor land and water management - make big news for a while but are 

forgotten SClon afterwards. "Resource-illiterate" governments, blissfully 

/unaware 

4/ "Studies of 17 major r0servoirs in India reveal them to be silting 
up at three times the expected rate, aPparently because of the deforestation 
of upstream areas". See Eric ~ckholm, 2.l2· cit. See also B.B. V:Jhra, "Land 
and Water Management Pr:Jblems in India", 1975 . 

.2/ ''The evergrowing Sahara is expanding cvestHard int:J Senegal and 
eastward int:J the Sudan. Readings taken :Jf the Sudan in 1958 and 1975 
indicate the desert expanded s:Juth-eastward by S:Jme 90 t:J 100 kil0metres 
during the 17 year peri:Jd". See Lester Br:JHn, ..2.Q. cit, 3ee also Ronald 
Schiller, 11 Deserts ::m the Harch1·, Reader's Digest, Hay 1979. 
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unaware of the issues at stake, continue to draw satisfaction fTom the magnitude 

of the funds that are being poured into major irrigation and flood control 

projects, little realizing that in the absence of bal~nced and co-ordinated 

activities in the entire field of land and water management, they ar8 getting 

very little value indeed from their spending. 

Most of the developing countries of the region are so precariously 

placed in relation to their growing and impoverished populations on the one 

hand and their near-static per capita food production and endangered food 

production base on the other, that they just cannot afford to aim at anything 

less than the fullest possible utilization of their total land and water 

resources. 

A total and integrated approach towards the problems of land and water 

management is also indicated by other considerations. Han does not live by 

bread alone: his requirements include not o~ly cereals from agricultural 

lands but fuel-v.nod and timber as well as meat, milk, fruit, fish and a host 

of other products which owe their origin to lands under many uses. If the 

developing countries of the region are to lift themselves out of the depressing 

and degrading poverty in which some 'Jf them find themselves today, it will be 

inescapably necessary for tbern t::> ensure that such lands, which c::>nsti tute 

ar::mnd three-f::mrths ::>f their total land area,£/ are given adequate attention 

and are madc3 to yield the best that they can, whether by way of trees or 

grasses or inland fisheries. The neglect ::>f these lands in the past has 

resulted not only in their going out of production through deforestation and 

denudati:m, but also in the crippling of national economies by floods, droughts, 

and much loss ::Jf surface storage capaci t::r as ~.Jell as ground water. Obviously, 

such neglect cannot be permitted to be perpetuated. 

The developing cou~tries of the regio11. must also take stock -Jf the 

lands which have g-Jne out of production and consider carefully vJhether they 

can be reclaimed; and if so, at what cost. Generally, good agricultural 

lands go out ~f production as a result of water-logging and salinization 

caused by canal irrigation in the P.bsence of adequate drainage. Such lands 

can be reclaimed in most cases by drainage followed by aooropriate soil 

amendments and cultural practices, but at heavy cost. It would, therefore, 

be necessary to prevent such damage by providing drainage in time to newly 

/irrigated 

9/ For the developing cotmtries of ESCAP, the total land area is 
2224 million hectares of \vhich only 428 million hectares is chssified as 
arable lDnd (including land under permanent cr-.)ps). See ESCAP, Qf?. cit. 
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irrigated areas. It is also important to involve farmers closely in the 

formulation and implementation of such soil restoration projects to ensure 

their practical success and to make them economically feasible as well. 

Non-agricultural lands on the other hand, usually go out of production 

as a result of over-felling and ovar-grazing; in other words, of :wer-exploi ta

tion. =~othing can be d::me for such lands if thc:re has been a comnlete loss of 

top soil, but wherever the damage is not irreversible, a period of non-use 

will usually restore vegetal cover. Here again, a policy of prevention will 

pay better than attempting a cure after the damage h3S been done. 

Most developing c::mntries are, however, not yet in a position to do 

very much about improving the management of their total land and wate.r resources. 

This is mainly because they are still not sufficiently conscious of the part 

played by the soil in the productive process and the inextricable manner in 

which the management :Jf this resource is linked with the mdnagement of water. 

In such a situation of unawareness of the basic factors of resource management 

it is not surprising that in most of these countries, th0re is as yet no focal 

point where an over-all view of such problems can be taken. These countries 

have usually nothing more in the field of resource management than engineering 

organizations for designing and imrlementing irrigati:m projects and flood 

control works and forestry organizations for looking aftar forest lands alone. 

The record of both types of organiza·:.,ions hElS generall;r left much to be desired, 

thanks to the exceedingly narrow and compartmentalized view they have taken of 

their responsibilities. Thus, irrigati')n departments have tradi tiona.lly not 

bothered too much about what happens ab:Jve tho dam or beyond the outlet while 

forest departments have, by and large, failed to even keep so-called forest 

lands under adequate tree c.over, let al:::me SClVG CJther lands from denudation. 

In the sections which follow, an effort has been m0de to examine in 

some detail the policies vihich need to be followed ia respect ')f e0ch type 

of land use situation and t:J suggest the kicld of organizational arrang:;ments 

which need to be created at the national and reGional levels to make it possible 

to implement such policies energetically, so that:, the ecol'Jgical fo>mdati::ms 

of agricultural productive proc0sses may be saved from further damage and 

enabled to play their proper role in the war against dehumanizing poverty. 

/II. 
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II. i'L!\. 'lAGEl'1E'JT OF L.l\ . .:'JDS BY TYP3 

A. l'U-1.1~AGEI'IE~JT OF .ii.GRICULTUML LANDS 

Agricultural lands acc:mn.t .f::Jr 428 millic:m hectares ::mt :Jf a t:Jtal 

surface s.rea of 22241/ million hectares ::Jf the developing c:Juntries :Jf the 

regLm - a perc,,mt3.ge ::Jf li ttlo :Jver 19 per cent. These lands csn be broadly 

divided into two categ:Jries, irrigat-ed and n::m-irrigJ.tcd. Irrigated lands 

can be further c:J:1sidered under tw:J head~:;: th-:Jse 1..rhich are served by canals 

and t.h:Jse which depend up:Jn gr:Jund wat8r f:Jr irrigati::m.. Each :Jf these three 

categ:Jries needs t:J be c:Jnsidered separately in view :Jf their widely varying 

c i r~ u.rns tanc e s . 

1. Canal-irrigated agricultural lands 

Very large investments have been made in st:Jrage and distributi::m 

systems t:J increase the pr:Jduc tive capacity :Jf such lands (the figure for 

India stands at :Jver $US 6,000 milli:Jn) but the return fr:Jm such investments 

has been, by and large, disapp:Jintingly p:Jor. N:Jt :Jnly are most irrigati:Jn 

pr:Jjects n:Jt paying f:Jr themselves in financial terms but they have als:J 

failed t:J c:Jntribute to increased agricultural pr:Jducti:Jn t:J anything like 

the extent expected :Jf them. 

One :Jf the imp:Jrtant criteria f:Jr the efficiency :Jf an irrigati::m 

system is the; degre-a ::Jf multiple cr:::)ping that it succ"3ds in bringit1g ab.,,Jt 

in the area commanded by it. In the climatic c::mdi tions which exist in m:Jst 

parts ::Jf the regi:Jn, irrigated areas should n:Jrmally enable at least two if 

n:Jt actually three cr:Jps t:J b,e harvested every year. H:Jwever, :Jnly a limited 

number :Jf irrigati:Jn pr:Jjec ts iP this regi:Jn, :Juts ide China, have succeeded 

in achieving any significant lav81 :Jf double cr:JpDing. (In India, the figure 

f:Jr all (including tubowell) irrigated lands.is still :Jnly ar:Jund 25 per cent). 

This sh:Jws the extent t·:J 1..rhich installed irrigati:Jn capaci tit-;s are still poorly 

utilized :Jwing to inadequate kn:Jwleage and res:Jurces to ensure sustained 

rr:Jduction including the ~ppr~priate use of complementary inputs such as 

fertilizer, pesticides and high-yielding varieties. 

/fJanal 

1/ ESCAP, oo. cit. 
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Canal irrigation is however not an unmixed blessing and can actually 

damage the pr:Jductive capacity ::1f th,:; land if adequate arrangements are n:Jt 

made for the drainage :Jf excess 1-vater. J:t n<:tS oeen estit:mtod that in the 

w:Jrld as a wh::Jle, as much irrigated land is going :Jut :Jf pr:Jduction ever7 

year as a result ::Jf water-logging and salinizati:Jn as is being brcmght under 

. . t" 8/ new lrrlga lon.- India which has ar::mnd 15 r.1illion hectar<3S under canal 

irrigati::m has already lost :Jver 6 million hectans to vmter-l:Jgging n.nd 

salinization and is in the process :Jf losing m:Jre.~/ The damage t::J agricul

tural lands caused by Hater-logging and salinizati:Jn in Pakistan has also been 

very substantial.lO/ Extremely b.rge i:westments Hill need t:J be made t:J save 

newly irrigated areas fr:Jm water-l:Jgging and reclaim tr1::1se which have already 

gone :Jut of producti:Jn. The so:Jner policy n1akers in devel:Jping countries 

realize this fact, the better it will be for their bng term pr:Jspects of 

fo:Jd producti:Jn. 

Some of the measures which need to be taken t:J increase the productivity 

of canal irrigated lands and to make better use of the investments Hhich have 

gone int:J them are the f:JlloHing: 

(a) Very significant losses - s:Jmetimes as high as 40 per cent of the 

waters released fr:Jm the head works - :Jccur during the transmission of water 

to the field. Such losses con be saved by preventing seepage by the lining 

of canals ani distributaries. The a 1 di ticmal expendi t,,re inv:Jlved w:Juld be 

w:JrthHhile n:Jt ::mly because it w:Juld enabie aadi cl::mal areas t:J be irrigated 

Hith the water saved from seepage losses but Hould also prevent damage by 

wabr-logging :Jf g::1~:d agricultural lands lying al:Jngsido canals and 

distributaries; 

/(b) 

!}./ Hatthij 1 s de Vreede, it Deserts and Mann, the Hague, 1977 ( so:Jnsored 
by mrvoD, UN~? and UNDP), p. 18. Acc:Jrding b the mted S:Jviet soil scientist, 
N. Kovda, 60 t:J 80 per cent -:Jf all irriga.t·Gd lands are, due t:J inadequate 
drainage :)r canal lining, bGcoming gradually more saline and hence infertile -
see Eric Eckh:Jlm, Losing Gr:Jund: Snvir:JtiDental Stress and r,.Jorld F:J:Jd Pr:Jspects 
(New York, W. \v. i'Jorbn and Company, 1976). 

~~ Ibid., p. 125. 

10/ Acc:Jrding b Food and Agriculture Organizati:Jn ;:):)cumant FERC/78/3-
Sup l, Hay 1978, "The State of l1Tatural Res-:Jurces and Human Envir:Jnment f:Jr 
Fo:Jd and Agriculture 11 , :Jut of a t:Jtal of 15 milli:Jn hectares :Jf irrigated 
land in Pakistan, about ll million hect~res suffer fr:Jm salinity, water-logging 
:Jr b:Jth, resulting in pr:Jnounced restrictions in cr-:JD yields. In Iraq, more 
than 50 per cent :Jf the Lower Hafadian Plain suff~rs fr:Jm salinity and water
logging. In Syria, ubout 50 pGr cent :Jf the bt::tl irr1_gated area in the 
Euphrates Valley is ssri:Jusly affected. In Eeyot, s-:Jme 0.8 million hectares 
:Jr 30 per cent :Jf the t:Jtal are n.ffected, and i:-1 Iran :Jver 15 per cent :Jf the 
irrigated lands. 
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(b) In order to save on c~sts, adequate provision is not often made 

for the con.struction of cross-drainage works when c::>nstructing cmals, distri

butaries a..YJ.d roads in newly-irrigated areas. Tt.is ~tlso lead.s t~ the water

logging of good agricultural lands bordering canals, distributaries and roads 

and thus lowers the productive ;:>oten.tial of the command area instead of 3dding 

to it; 

(c) Han.y irrigation schemes do not contain provision for the COc1Struc

tion of the field channels which should take wator from the outlet in the 

distributary to each individual farm. This responsibility is left b be 

discharged by farmers acting in concert with each other in blocks which are 

sometimes as big as 200 hectares each. Experience has shown that th~ j~b is 

sometimes beyond the technical and administrative capacity of the farmers. 

As a result, areas which are presumed to be irrigated by project authorities 

do not sometimes actually enjoy this amenity; 

(d) In many projects, the or~vision of water supplies leaves much to 

be desired. Hater supplies have to be made in accordance with the requirements 

of the crops in time as well as in quantity. Many irrigation projects, however, 

respond poorly Jn account of their vast size and bureaucracy and the absence 

of farmers' organizations which could be associated with their day-to-day 

working; 

(e) In order to make the bEJ.Jt possible use of the water, fields must 

be properly levelled and shaped and :'lust also be provided \.Jith drainage 

facilities to prevent water-logging. The provision of these services requires 

a great deal of technical competence as well as large financial investments 

and the willing co-operation of the farmers con.cerhed. The ideal way would 

be to consolidate holdings and redraw field boundaries in accordance with the 

lie of the land and in a mnnner which would permit the construction of channels, 

drains and roads and the levelling and shaping of land to be carried out in a 

rational manner; 

(f) Increased producti::m fr')m irrigated areas will also demand a 

great deal of support by wny of provi3ion on an adequate scale of inputs like 

credit, seeds, fertilizers, machinery and services (e.g., extension roads and 

m J.rkets) and continuing resesrch ::m a site-specific basis. 

Experience in India (where 50 command area devel?pment projects have 

been taken up) indicates that the pnvision of all these fGcili ties is a matt;e~· 

of great complexity and will also inv;lve at least as much additional investment 

(if not more) as was required by the original project. 

/2. 
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2. Agricu]tural lands served by ground-water irrigation 

The importance of ground water as a source of irrigation supplies has 

begun to be apnreciated only comparati .. ely recently in ·the developing countries 

of the region. It is now being inc:;.:e<.lsir.gly __ ca::..·;_.,_,.:_J ::hat g:.:c,c.md water is 

available over much larger areas than w.::ts once imagined and that even hard-rock 

areas contain appreciable amounts of ground water, as for instance, in penin

sular India. Ground wa·ter ~ therefore, holds grE.at promise and in India has 

already surpassed canal irrigation even in terms of acreage served; its 

utility in terms of the quality of irr:Lgation has of course always been 

incomparably greater. With the inc~eascd ~vailability of pumping sets and 

with the spread of el~ctricity to rural are~s, more and more farmers are 

turning to ground v:ater as a source of irrigation which is dependable, i.e. , 

entirely at their own disposal and does not require, for its e~ploitation, 

any involvement with a big b1eeaucracy. 

Unlike major irrigation p~ojects, which take decades to plan and 

construct and to bring to full fruition, ground-water projects are small in 

size and have a very shor-t. gestation period. In sedimentary areas where 

ground water exists fairly near the surf.::tce (as fo~ instance in practically 

the whole of the Ganga Vali.::y), individual farmers can install a tubewell 

within a matter of days <:·.nd at very sl'all cost. Ground-water use does not 

result in 'Ylater-logging p:::obleDs because its '"pplication to the land c.::tn be 

controlled accurately and the :'&c7i.:":: h;:;.s no interest in using more of it than 

is absolutely necess?.ry. 'T'~n ~_,_,...JJ. :-·':'1pin-::r F'..r"' l<:·•t: 1_,_;,..,r; o:f fields served by 

ground water is also somethinq v>ll.ich the farme~=- can do on his own without 

reference to surrounding areas, whereac s]~ilar Oferations in canal-served 

lands have necessa:-::-ily to be unde:::-taken :m the basis of the entire area 

commanded by an outlet \JhicL is sometimes a::; much as 200 hectares. 

From the poin-:: of vie<t-7 of the com:nunity also, the use of ground water 

needs to be encouraged because it does no·t/ require any huge governmental 

investments for development. It is also mast important to remember that the 

exploitation of ground v7atcr does not ir.volve, as the exploitation of surface 

water does, the permanent loss through submergence of large areas of land 

under reservoirs or the dis~urbcnce of the ecological balance such as occurred 

in the Nile Valley after the construction of the Aswan dam~ 'l'he use of ground 

water also does not involve the loss of nuch valuable land for the transmission 

of water in canals e.r:d d istribntc: ": eso G:::ound water is further not susceptible 

to losses by seepage during tra~smissio~ or by evaporation in storage and 

transmission. 

/In 
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Ir. view· of these advan.tnges;··-it would be advisable for the developing 

countries of the region to pay greater attention to this resource. They nhould 

carry out scientific investigations aimeG at determining the quality, que~tity 

.~nd the areal extent of their e;round-vmter resources. In particular, the 

recharge characteristics of grom1.d-vmter aquifers need to ·<:oe studied carefully 

so that these m<..y not be exploited beyond the limits indicated by their recharge 

capacit:i.es. ::..ountrie:: ";>lhich do not h.2.ve adequate technic::tl iastitutions to 

carry out such· studies must create the~ \vith all possible speed. (It may be 

mentioned in this connexion that a ground.-water or8anizc:.tion at the national 

level was created in India in 1970 and has already proved its utility in 

abundant measure.) 

Ground-water organizations should be made responsible for providing 

technical advice to farmers on all questions relating'to the construction of 

tubewells on"their farms and for re8ulating withdrawals so that costly invest

ments do not become infructuous as a result of the lowering of wa-ter tables. 

The need for statutory regulation of ~round-water exploitation is particularly 

relevant in situations - such as coastal areas - where overdrawal of sweet 

water can result in saline infestation by sea water. 

Experience in India has shown that one of the quickest ways of encou

raging the utilization of ground water in are·as where it exists plentifully 

is to utl.dertake programmes for the conoolidation of holdings. A farmer Hho 

has his land distributed in a number of tiny parcels finds that he can only 

afford to have a tubewell of his o\om whe:1 he is given all his land in one 

place. The extension of credit facilities and of rural electrification have 

also proved to be most helpful in encour~2ing ground-water utilization. 

All necessary care must naturally be taken to ensure that the reple

nishment of such a valuatle resource as cround water is facilitated in every 

possible way. The easiest way of achieving this objective is to make sure 

that the upper catchments of the basin in which the lnnd is situated do not 

get denuded, as it is in these areas that most of the recharge takes place. 

It needs to be appreciated that denudation causes not only the loss of top 

soil but also excessive run-off which results in the loss to the sea of a 

great deal of sweet water which would otherwise have founc its way into ground

water aquifers. This is why natural springs and artesian wells dry up as a 

result of deforestation and denudation of slopes. Here is another example 

of how closely land and water management problems are interlinked. 

/3. 
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3. Rain-fed agricultural l~nds 

While it must be the con8ta~t endeavour of developing countries to 

increase t~e area under irrigation so thQt multicropping and intensiv8 agri

culture may te practised a':d the elements of risk taken out of agriculture, 

a significant proportion of agricultur:.l L-::nds <vill continue to be rain-fed. 

In the (.)eveloping countries of the re£,ion as a vlhole, the proportion of 

. . d 1 d . 1 1 1 • "11 h" , 6r: ll/ un~rr~gate an to tnc tota cu tivatec Qrea ~s st~ c.c , 2.3n as .; per cent.-

Rain- fed agricultural lands fa.ll troadly into t~w cate3ories: those 

which are situated in an arid environment and those which have plenty of rain

fall. In arid areas, the main problem is how best to conserve available moisture 

while in areas of heavy rainfall the main problem is hovr to drain away excess 

water without allowing the fertile top soil to be washed off. In both 

situations, the solution lies in the terracing an(~ bunding of lands along 

contours and the construction of water ways in a scientific manner. 

Experience shows that a 3reat deal of soil and water conservation work 

undertaken on agricultural lands has proved to be more or less infructuous for 

a number of reasons. The construction of true contour bunds requires that 

existing ownership boundarie-s should be redraw·n so that they may also follow 

the conto~r lines. However, since this has been found to be difficult to 

achieve in practice, soil conservation bunds have been generally built without 

due regard to actual contour lines and therefore in an unscientific manner. 

Another source of weakness lies in the fact that the work ~s usually taken 

up in a fragmentary manner only on patches of agricultural l~nd and without 

the simultaneous treatment of the upper reaches of the subcatchments which. · 

are not under agriculture. This means that there is no ·protection to these 

works against uncontrolled run-off from the higher reaches of the subcatchment. 

Yet again engineering works like bundD &~2 terraces are often desicned and 

carried out in the absence of adequate resource and site-s?eciiic research 

data. Haintenance too is very often not adequate. If \vast:::ful expenditure 

is to be avoided, it is necessary that the treatment of a3ricultural lands 

should not be taken up in isolation but c:.s part of an over-all plan for soil 

and water conservation in the entire subcatchment in which these lands are 

situated. It is also necessary that while carryine out such works, the 

consoliuation of scattered holdings and the redrawing of field boundaries 

should be undertaken simultaneously. 

/Mention 

11/ ESCAP, 2.£• cit. 
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Hention needs to be made 'o"f the havoc which has· be·e:n caused by the 

improvident extension of agriculture to rain-fed lands which w·ere until. recently 

under natural cover. The removal of natural vegetative cover without simulta-
' 

neously terra~ing and b4nding the la~ds - which are often situated on steep 
' ' '- -· ' 

slopes and have shallow soils - has led to massive soil erosion in many 

developing countries. Increasing population pressures and a lack of apprecia-
' tion of the importance of saving the top soil from displacement are mainly 

responsible for this development. · 

If the environment is to be protected, it will be necessary to prevent 

any more non-agricultural lands from being put to agricultural use without 

ensuring that such diversion \vill not result in any increase in' soil' erosion 

and that it is also not carried out at the expense of forestry or pasture 

development. The dangers of extending rain-fed agriculture at the cost of 

forest and pasture lands have been vividly brought out by studies conducted 

by the United States Department. of Agricult1,1re and quoted in Erik P. Eckholm' s 

"Losing Ground": 
l' 

"The annual soil run-off from forested areas was only 
a few hundredths of a ton per hectare. Erosion from 
grassy pasture lands was much nigher, thQugh still 
not dangerous, averaging four tons per hectare. Lands 
cultivated· for corn production, however, produced an 
average annual sediment yield of fifty-four tons per 
hect~re. On the more skilfully managed fields, the 
erosion rate was eight'tbns per hectare, but on some 
farms it reached 106 tons. Where gullies had formed 
on abandoned farm lands, the average run-off of 
sediment was an astounding 450 tons per hectare. 
The numbers differ,iq every region but the basic 
relationships do not: a~ forests are cleared for 
agriculture, or are sevenHy depleted by lumbering, 
grazing, or f.irewood gathering, the silt load of_ the 
rivers and str,eams below usually rises. "12/ 

/B. 

12/ These findings relate to sixteen Hississippi v7atersheds in 1976.·_, 
However,~hey would be even more true of countries in the ESCAP region which 
generally experience a greater intensity of rainfall. 
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B. I~AGEMENT OF FOREST LANDS 

The area classified as forest and woodlands in the developing countries 

of the region amounts to 579 million hectares. 131 This represents a percentage 

of 26 which, on the face of it, would appear to be quite substantial. However, 

in many of these countries the area which is actually under adequate tree cover 

is much less than appears in the statistics. For example in.India, although 

65 million hectares are reported as forest lands, in fact only a little over 

30 million hectares have adequate tree cover. It is suspected that the forest 

statistics of many other countries may be equally misleading. 

There is indeed irrefutable evidence that deforestation is proceeding 

in the ESCAP region at a much faster pace than official reports would suggest. 

Satellite photographs show that only 12 per cent of the once lush island of 

Java is left with tree cover and that in the Philippines, forest cover is less 

than 20 per cent of the country' s land area, and not at least one-third as had 

been commonly assumed. In northern Thailancl, forests are being reduced at a 
14/ rate of 5 to 7 per cent a year.- In Pakistan although 8.25 million hectares 

are classified as forest and range lands, only 2.6 million hectares are actually 
15/ wooded.-- The destruction of forests in Nepal is taking place at such a rate 

that the country is "likely to be all but totally denuded by the end of the 
16/ century".-

The unchecked loss of forest cover over vast areas must be viewed as 

the biggest single threat to ecological balance in the region. The consequences 

of deforestation and denudation are indeed serious beyond all computation. The 

erosion of top soil - whether by wind or water ~ which follows i~ the wake of 

the loss of vegetative cover, particularly in the tropical conditions of the 

region, represents a loss which is not only disastrous in itself but also 

brings in its wake a host of other very serious consequences. It is perhaps 

easy enough to quantify the losses of top soil in terms of weight but it is 

impossible to estimate the loss which occurs in terms of productive capacity. 

Thus, it has been estimated that in India around 6,000 million tonnes of top 

soil are lost every year and that these contain major nutrients which it would 

cost aro~nd $US 1,200 million to replace. However, the top soil is not an 

inert substance but almost a living organism which teems with life, a teaspoon

ful of it may contain billions of living organisms, the micro-fauna and the 

micro-flora which are responsible for the fixation of the atmospheric nitrogen 

/and 

13/ ESCAP, ~· cit. 

14/ Lester Brown, The Twenty Ninth Day, (New York~ w.w. Norton and 
Company 1978) pp. 25-26. 

15/ Food and Agricultural Organization, "Forest Hews for Asia and the 
Pacific" (Bangkok), Volume II, No. 1, February, 1978. 

16/ Lester Brone, ~· cit. 
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and the breakint; down of organic as well as inorganic substences into forms 

suitable for assimilation by plants. It is these minute organisms which perform 

the complex functions which are carried on simultaneously in the soil at various 

levels - physical, chemical, geological and biological so that life may continue 

to be sustained on this planet. 

No country, let ,::~lone the impoverished developinr; countries of the 

region, can afford the loss of the top soil which is the medium - in conjunction 

with water and air - for the conversion of the inexhaustible energy of the sun 

into various forms of plants and therefore animal li~e. This loss is particu-
, '.i 

larly serious in the context of the ener3y crisis which faces the world today, 

because the growth of vegetation is still the easiest way of fixing solar 

energy. The developing countries of the region, therefore, just cannot afford 

to lose the productive capacity represented by top soil. 

The displacement of the top soil, hm1ever, also causes the siltation 

of storage capacity in tanks and reservoirs, and gives rise to disastrous 

floods. The havoc caused by floods is a familiar phenomenon, but the 

consequences of the premature siltation of reservoirs are not so well-known. 

It is all the more serious because in most cases once the existing reservoirs 

go out of operation, alternative sites are not available. Most reservoirs 

are designed for flood control and the generation of hydro-electric power 

also, and tl-.·-:.t ground-water development is increasingly dependent on adequate 

power supplies. The siltation of reservoirs will therefore affect not only 

surface-water ~upplies, and their role as moderators of floods, but also 

ground-water development. 

Since denuded surfaces facilitate too rapid a run-off of rain water, 

soil erosion also involves the loss to the sea of a great_. deal of swee,t water 

which could otherwise have percolated and got stored in the soil as ground 

water at no cost to the community. The role played by forests in maximizing 

the recharge of ground-water aquifers needs to be recognized as ground water 

is one of the Gost precious resources, anc is indispensable not only as a 

direct source of irrigation, but also for the rechargins of river fl~rs in 

lean seasons and therefore the prevention of droughts. 

It is necessary for each developing country to urEently consider how 

further deforestc.tion can be stopped and lands vlhich are not eroded beyond 

repair placed under tree cover. Forest departments in most of the developing 

countries of the region, need to take a fresh look at the policies they have 

been pursuing until now. It has been a tradition in these departments to look 

after forests as a source of timber and revenue without appreciating the role 

/that 
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that they play in L1aintaining the ecological balance, and conservins both soil 

and water. ~refit-oriented commercial interests which, often in collusion 

with forest officials a~d political interests, have been responsible for 

unauthorized fellings on a large scale must be brought under strict control. 

The notion that' forest lands have no useful role to play ::md therefore can 

be easily converted into agricultural lands to satisfy the land hunger of

burgeonins rural 'populations must also be dispelled. However, the genuine 

needs of impoverished populations who depend upon forest lands for fuel and 

grazing must be kept in mind and satisfied in' a manner which does not re£ult 

in deforestation. 

Special mention must be ~ade of the disastrous practice of shifting 

cultivation which is resorted to by tribQl communities in almost all the 

developing countries of the region, especially in view of the considerably 

shortened cycles of felling. Ways and means must be found of putting an end 

to this pra'ctice and of indu~ing more COG'.nunities to take to settled agriculture 

or alternative economic occupations. The need 'to contain deserts by means of 

extensive plantations and forest belts is also self-evident. 

The task ahead requires the generation of a stern political and 

administrative will as well as the willing co-ope~ation of people. That the 

task is not impossible of achievement is shown by the success achieved by 

China and the Republic of Korea in creatin& man-made forests on a large scale. 

Other developing countries of the region could gain from studying experience 

of these countries and devising their own policies and methodologies for 

providing tree cover for every acre of land which is not required for a 

more pressing use. The selection of the trees to be grown, whether for 

fuel and fodder, pulp and tiober, recreation or watershed management, should 

depend upon the needs of each local situation ~nd QUSt be done with great 

care in order to obtain the support of local populations. 

/C. 
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C. HANAGEMENT OF PASTURE LANDS 

Acco:..:ding to land use statistics of the region, l:08 million hectares 

or 18 per cent of the total area of the developing countries are under permanent 
17/ pasture.-- However, just as there are ambiguities surrounding the definition 

of forest lands discussed above, the proportion of the area classified as 

permanent pastures that is actually grassland may b~ quite small. The Indian 

experience shows that a great deal of the area which is classified as pasture 

land .;s 4 n f"ct denuded. 181 I t f · ·11 t h. h ~ • u n oany C3Ges, par s o v~ age pas ures w ~c 

are supposed to be owned by the village comr.!lunity as a \<7hole have been absorbed 

by the more influential mem'l?ers of the community for their atm use. 

T There is a need for such lands to be clearly f..cleatified •IJ.d 'd~ee..tecl 
and thereafter made to play a productive role whether by erowing .. g_l;'asses or 

trees. Once these lands have acquired a permanent vegetative cover, they 

should not be allowed to be lost by overgrazing. The carrying capacity of 

pastures can be ascertained and ways should be found to ensure that it is 

not exceeded. Here again a powerful political ·\.Jill as well as the wi·lling 

co-operation of the ?eople are requir~d to retrieve lost 3round. r, 

/D. 

17 I ESCAP' .£.2· cit. 

18/ '~ost of the land we are planting are called grazing grounds, but 
in reality they are nothing more than exercise grounds that have scarcely 
produced a blade of grass in years" - see B.K. Jhala, "Social Forestry in 
Gujarat 11 (1978), quoted in Eric Eckholm, Planaing for the Future: Forestry 
for Human Needs, E.£• cit. 
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D. MANAGEMENT OF OTHER L.<\NDS 

Lands other than those under cultivation or under so-called forests 

and permanent pastures amount to 809 million hectarest or about 36 per cent 

of the total land surface of the developing countries of the region.
191 

The 

ekatt nature of these lands is not knowrt: it is, however, obvious that they 

include lands under urban ~nd industrial uses, lands which are barren on ~ccount 
of their inherent rtattire ot iocation, lands under water bodies, and lartds which 

have gone out of produ~tion oh account of either the erosion of their top soil 

or on account o£ water•loggihg and saitrti~ation. 

It would be desirable for each country to identify the location artd 

ekt.~ni:· ... ~·t'fhe iands' ~hi~h· ~·~ve gone out of production for one reason or another 

and to consider the possibility of reclaiming them. Long range plans :for 

reclamation of degraded lands must be drawn up in an effort to make the 

best possible use of the total land and water resources in the country. It 

is indeed a sad commentary on the existing state of affairs that exact 

information regarding degraded lands is seldom available in the developing 

countries of the region and that no arrangements exist for collecting it 

regularly. 

In certain areas productive coastal lands are threatened by sea 

erosion. Attention must be paid to the protection of such lands. 

/III. 

];Jj ESCAP, 2£.• .£!!.• 
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III. SOME POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

It will be clear from the above discussion that the problems of land 

and water management are inextricably interlinked and should not be handled 
• • _1 .... 

in isolation if infructuous expenditure and disappointments are to be avoided. 

A great mistake has been made in the past by most developing countries in 

giving a disproportionate amount of attention to the so-called management of 

water resources without an adequate consideration of the interest of the soil. 

The time has come for this mistake to be rectified and to recognize that 1 there 

is, and can be, no such thing as water management per ~· The managemen~1 ·cf..f· · 

water which is a renewable resource can, in fact, have only one valid o~jective 

which is the optimization of production from the soil which is, for all.~rpose, 
20/ ;f 

a non-~enewable and an irrepla'ceable resource.- We must, therefore, learn 

to look on all land and water management problems only from the point of view 

of the productivity of the soil. The only rational policy to pursue in this 

field is therefore one which aims at maximizing the productivity of the land 

in any given situation. Thus, if the land is sick, it must be restored to, 

and thereafter kept in, good health which means in a cpndition of increasing 

productivity. Good lands must be saved from damage as well as diversion to 

other uses and treated in a manner which would enable them to improve their 

productivity constantly. 

Our failure to recognize the soil as a basic resource in its own right 

has been largely responsible for the fragmentary and compartmentalized manner 

in which problems of land and water have been approached in the past. Endless 

debates have taken place regarding what our water policy or forest policy 

should be, 'but without any reference to the interest of the soil, as if such 

policies could have any meaning without reference to this basic resource. 

Water is, in fact, of relevance only so long as there is soil to be irrigated, 

and forests too can be grown only if there is enough soil cover to sustain 

them. Once however the top soil is lost, ·much more is lost. The ruins of 

several ancient civilizations in North Africa and the Middle East are silent 

but eloquent witnesses to this simple but still largely unappreciated fact. 

The soil is in reality the most basic of all our natural resources and 

must be consciously recognized as such. It is our legacy from the past and 

must be bequeathed to posterity in as intact and healthy a state as possible. 

/The 

'M)_/ "It takes Nature from 300 to 1,000 years to bring back a single 
inch of top soil and we sometimes lose that much top soil as the result of 
a single rain, if it is an especially heavy torrential type of rain" -
Dr. H.H. Bennet quoted in Vogt, Road to Survival (1949). 
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The present generation has only the right of usufruct in respect of the soil 
' ' ' I ' ~ ' •• 

and must look upon itself as trustee of this resource on behalf of future 
[ ., ' ' 1 - ~ • 

generations, not permitting this resource to be damaged in any way~ 
·tr 

Once thie basic change in attitude takes. place,. everything else will 

follow. Devel,oping )countries of the .regi~n ~hould make .a~;rangements to ma.~E1_ _. 

accurate inventQries pf their soil resources, including those areas which 

have gone out of- pr.oduction on account of eros,ion or water-logging. Hopefully, 

developing.countries o~ the region will also designate authorities which are 

to be held· respon~ibleafor looking after the intere.sts of the soil - no. such 

.authorities exist today.because the need for their existence has never been 

felt. · Governments have litO .e-xtremely important role to play in the protection 

and rational use of the in~r~asingly scarce soil res~urces in ,the region. 

A correct appred:ati0n of the role of the sr::>il in all life-'sustaining' 

productive processes will automatically result in the formulation of rational 

land and water policies in various types of situations. ·Thus,· rich· agricul~ 

tural soils must be provided with irrigation as well as drainage in order to .·, . 

improve their productivity. If ground water is available, it should be tapped 

in preference to the lise of surface water as it ·is a more efficient source of 

irrigation, and has no side-effects. If, he>wever, surface water has ·i:o be 

held, this should be done with all due care, .t:) prevent unnecessary losses 

in storage or during transmission, and the water should ,be used in a manner 

which does.not cause damage to the land. Good agricult~r~l lands mu~t also 

be saved from being permanently diverted to urban,Jlse. Urban. a,nd .industrial 

growth should therefore be permitted to take place only on sec-:md•gva~e. ;lands. 

Top soil, whether in desert areas or in watersheds should .. n0t; be permitted 

tQ. be dislodged; in order to achieve this objective, _,suitable. vegetative 

cover, whether in the form of trces_or grass should. be provided to no~~ 

agricultural lands, wherever possible. ·This will help control floods, .sav~ 

reservoirs from premature siltation, save ground water from being unnecessarily 

lost.to the sea and pJ{event .estuaries from getting choked. Concern for .the 

health and productivity 0f the s0il will also demand that water-logged areas 

be drained and reclaimed. Where low-lying areas are found to_be beyond 

redemption, these can be deepened and converted into lakes and ponds so 
.r 

that they m8Y support inland fisheries. 

/A 

'i' 
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A policy for puttin~ hitherto unproductive lands back to work will 

result in a dramatic transformation of the national ec0n~my. The enormous 

increase in the availability of ~r~ssl~nd, fuel-wood and timber will rev0lu

tionize the animal husbandry, h·::>rticulturc and f'1restry industries. Such 

lands will be able t0 maintain larse numbers ,,f range animals and at much 

higher levels of nut~ition and th~refore productivity than is possible today. 

All this wili mean a very great increase in the availability ~f milk and 

milk products. The care of the soil and the resultant increase in its 

productivity will generate very substantial employment potential ih rural 

areas where idle manpower represents one of the most intractable problems 

of our times. To illustrate, it has been estimated that a total programmes 

for the development of land and water n::sources in India over a period of 

30 years or so will demand an investment of over $US 60 billion mostly in 

the form of wages to labour required to carry out land shaping, land levelling, 

" . ff . d . 1 . k 211 s. h ara~nage, a orestat~on an so1 conservat~on wor s.--- 1nce sue an 

investment will by i.ts very nature be productive in character, it will 

revitalize ~he rural economy, 1'1nd also yield several other pay-offs. 

The present drift to tmvns of th~:: rural poc.r w0uld be reduced; nutrition 

and health standards .• ~ould improve dramatically and reduce the national 
• 

medical bill. With greater prosperity and employment, social tensions born 

of poverty and glaring dispprities in standards of living would lessen and 

therefore also problems of law and order. The planned development of our 

natural.resources would also provide a truly firm found~tion for integrated 

rural development progrannnes, and food f-,r work projects. 

The single-minde~ pursuit of the aim of enhancing the productivity 

0f the soil·in all circumstances should result in co-ordinated W:)rking emong 

various agencies and· disciplines which are t-:>day functioning in isola.tion 

of eDch other. The concept Jf correct lend usc ~ill demand that soil 

capability surveys be carried out and that the unit of planning as well as 

implementation be an entire catchment area. The soil resources of each 

catchment area should be classified according to their different capabilities 

and land use regulated accordingly. Agriculture should be permitted only on 

/flat 

~/ E.B. Vohra, ~· cit., p. 15. 
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flat valley lands or properly terraced slopes while remaining areas should 

be placed under adequat2 tree or grass cover according to the. needs of the 

c~nnnunity. Soil and watet" con.servetion works must be carried out in water

sheds in order to ensure that only water which is really surplus t~ locel 

requirements leaves the catchment area and that too in a silt-free condition. 

Planning and implementation must start from the hishest catchments and move 

to lower catchments so as to control and discipline the river in convenient 

stages. 

An integrated approach will make it impossible for big new irrigation 

projects to be taken up Gven while existing projects are languishing for 

lack of adequate care for their command as well as catchment areas. Concern 

for the health and productivity of the soil will demand that available funds 

be utilized on a priority basis for saving existing reservoirs from premature 

siltation and for improving drainage and land and water management in existing 

canal irrigated areas. It will also demand that an over-all view be taken 

of the country's most pressing needs in the entire field of land and wa.ter 

management. so that these may be met :Jn a priority basis. To illustrate, an 

over-all view of the subcontinent will indicate the overriding urgency of 

saving the lower Himalayan region fr0m further deforestatioR e·nd danuda tiori 

so that the ecological environment in this part 'Jf the world is not damaged 

beyond repair. 

If developing countries adopt a rational approach in this 8rea of 

activity and treat the co~plete river basin as the natural unit for planning and 

implementation :Jf which the best example is provided by the Mekong project -

the prospects of extended international co-operation in the management of 

international rivers will also become much brighter than it is today. It 

may be mentioned in this connexion that the possibility of international 

co-opera.tion with regard to the management of certain rivers in the Himalayan 

system needs to be ~xplared urgently in the interest of India, Nepal and 

Bangladesh. However, it is futile to h~pe for concerted action with regard 

to international rivers when a similar integrated ~pproach is not yet being 

followed with regard to rivers which lie entirely within the boundaries of 

individual countries. 

. .. JL .. 
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A. SUGGESTICNS FOR GOVERNMENTAL ACTION 

In a situati ;n 1-rhere the neglect of b:md end vmter resources has 

~lready r0ached alarmin,_ if n~t catastrophic pr0portions, but where th2re 

is as yet little consciousness of the thr~::;at that this poses t0 the welfare 

and in fact the very survival of the community, a great responsibility rests 

on each government t0 break throu[h the vicious circle created by lack 'Jf 

awareness, complacency And continued neglect. The task of the government 
( 

is made more difficult because complacency rer,arding this matter extends 

not only to each individual but also to the politicians arid elitist cla.sses 

who are among them in charge of the country's destiny. In these circumstances 

only a very bold and unorthodox appr'Jach can have any hope of succeeding in 

fighting the backloe of neglect, unconcern and apathy and creating the 

attitudes and organizational managements, which would enable an integrated 

and energetic view t·1 be taken of the c·:mntry' s land and water problems. 

It is clear that the very first thing to do is to create a nodal 

point within each government where it would be possible for all land and 

water management matters to be considered in a synoptic manner, without 

being subject to either narrow departmental pulls and pressures or to the 

vicissitudes and vagaries of political ch~mbes. Such a purp,se can perhaps 

only be achie~ed by setting up a presti~ious statut~ry authority at the 

natir:mal level which should be responsit:le for advis:_ng the government on 

all matters relating: to the management -.f the country's land and water 

resources and for the creation of an informed public opinion on the subject 

so that pressures may build up with each passine day f~r government to take 
,. 

energetic action in an area which has l~nr suffered from the most serious 

neglect. Such an authority may most appropriately be called the National 

Land and Water Gonunission. The ConunissirJn should be a small ~md compact 

body composed of· :·people with a deep concern for, and understanding of the 

issues involved, rather than 0f specialists with narrow visions and loyalties. 

The Commission should however have access to expert opinion in all relevant 

·disciplines and the comparatively modest financial resources needed to g>::!t 

broad assessment surveys and studies carried out by appropriete agencies 

as well as t1 mount a sustain0d public relations campaign designed to make 

every thinking citizen aware of the overriding importance of conserving and 

enhancing the land resources which sustain Bll life. 

/The 
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The Commission should not only hsve the right to make public 

recommendativns to the government from tim0 to time but also the obligation 

to submit annual reports to parliaments with reeard to the status of the 

management of the country's land and water resources and its views as to 

how it could be improved. 

Such an arrangement would permit areas of neglect to be identified 

and studied in a detached manner and ensure that politicians, bureaucrats 

and the public at large are constantly reminded of their responsibil{ties 

in a field of vital importance. In brief, the Corrmission would act as a 

trustee for the care of the natural resources of land and water and therefore 

of the immediate as well as long-term interests of the millions sustained 

by these resources. 

The Commission will naturally set about to obtain, as quickly and 

as reliably as possible, an over-all picture of the most pressing problem 

faced by the country in saving lands from further degradation, in reclaiming 

lands which are not beyond help already and in making increasingly better 

use of all productive lands. Based on such a picture, the Commiss··.on would 

be able to suggest to the government the manner in which existing priorities 

should be changed and how the redeployment of financial and human resources 

should be carried out in the over-all interests of the community. It will· 

also be in a position to assess the working of all the existing organizations 

in the field of land and water management and tc suggest the setting up of 

new organizations and agencies wherever necessary. The Commission would 

be able to recommend to the government as to how all these agencies should 

relate to one another and work as a team rather than in watertight compa~tments. 

Since the natural unit for all land and water mnnagement plann~ng and 

implementation is the complete river basin, it will be obviously necessary for 

the Commission to recommend the manner in which interdisciplinary river basin 

boatds should be set up and made responsible for the planning and implementation 

of integrated projects within each basin, and for similar bodies to be created 

for individual catchments and subcatchments. The vesting of river basin boards 

and other governmental agencies with the legal authority required by them for 

the regulation of land use will also be a fit subject for study by the Commission. 

Among the other matters which the Commission may study will be the ways and means 

of obtaining the large financial resources needed for the execution of __ 

/land 
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land and wat8r c::mservaticm and afforestation projects rm <m appropriate 

scale"' and t:!le manner in which popular supp':lrt f'Jr such efforts should be 

mobilized. 

The Commission might also address itself to some of the followinf 

tasks: 

(a) The strengthening of the res(urce data base which for historical 

reasons may have big gaps in it. Such gaps are particularly serious in the 

case of soil and gr':lup water resc:>urceli. Recourse might be had for this 

purpose to aerial and rem0te s~nsing techniques; 

(b) The strengthening of site-specific research with regard to 

the various problems of land and water management in different situations; 

(c) The training of skilled manpo~er for inter•disciplinary projects 

to be planned and implemented on a complete subcatchment basis; 

(d) The preparation of a draft perspective plan, extending over 

a period of 30 years or so, for tht: car~ and development :-Jf the country 1 s 

total land and water resources. Such a plan would be of great use in 

educating the public with regord to the scope and size :::>£ the tasks ahead 

and in mobilizing support for increased activities in a hitherto neglected 

area. Such a plan would naturally be indicative ~n nature to begin with 

but could b:;:; refined and improved t;.pon as data improvl!; 

(e) The reorientation of rural employment and integrated rural 

development schemes so as to base them firmly on properly planned projects 

for the development of land and water resources on a complete subcatchment 

basis. 

/IV. 
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n. SUGGE~,TIOl-~!:: FOR INTERNATIO~L AND P2GIONi.I.L INITIATIVES 

International a.nc~ refional '1reanizations such as ESCAP, FAO, WDP 

and IBRD, can play a m~st valuable rol~ by helping developing count~ies 

of the region to orp:anize themselves as rap:t<.lly as possible for the 

formidable tasks which Ho ahead. :F'Jr this purpose, it may be useful for 

them to pool their resourc~s and co-operate in setting up a properly staffed 

and equipped regianal centn~ f.'"Jr land anc water management which could act 

as a catalyst in this field as well as a f~ca1 point for contact with 

national governments and national commisci-:ms. 

Such a centr2 C'Juld serve the cause of 'Jptimum utilization of 

natural res>urces in a variety of ways. It could help in the inter

distiplinary training and reorientation Jf personnel, in the carryinr 

out of specific studies of national as w0ll as international river basins, 

in the collection and dissemination of relevant inf0rmation and data, and 

in constantly raisin£ the level of awareness am0ns top officials and 

policy makers regarding th~ nature and 2xtent of the problems faced by 

their countries. This l~st would be done by means of seminars, discussions, 

and observation tours of successful projects both within as well as outside 

the region. The centre could also becom8 a useful agency f~r the appraisal 

of integrated river basin pr0jects •::>n behalf of financing institutions and 

thus help to increase the flow of funds into this sector. 


